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Scream Queens season 2 premiered Tuesday night and, as expected, we’ve got tons of great

gifs to show for it.

But seriously, the episode was so great. Some speculation went around as to how the show

was going to switch from a sorority house setting to a creepy hospital setting. Would it

be American Horror Story style and change the characters every season? Would we say

goodbye to all of the characters we’ve grown to love?

Have no fear, Chanel and all her sassiness are here to stay. It turns out that Dean Munsch

went through quite the existential crisis after the Chanels were arrested for the Red Devil

incident. She decided to abandon her notions of New New-Feminism and focus her efforts

on a new cause: reforming America’s healthcare system.

Munsch decided to open her very own “teaching hospital” to train medical students and cure

the incurable. Where did she earn the authority to train medical students, you ask?
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Her first incurable patient? A woman diagnosed with “werewolf syndrome”, affectionately

known as Hairy Mary.

She hires two incredibly hot doctors by the names of Cassidy Cascade (Taylor Lautner) and

Brock Holt (John Stamos). While appealing to the eyes, they aren’t exactly gifted in the

intelligence department, and Munsch decides she needs some brains in this operation. So,

she approaches Zayday, who is now in medical school, to become her first medical student.

Zayday quickly realizes that Cascade and Holt are idiots, and demands more girl power. This

is when we are reintroduced to the Chanels, who are not doing so hot. They’re poor, disliked

and sad. That is until Munsch decides to invite them to her screwed up teaching hospital.

We can all agree that the Chanels are idiots, but they aren’t naive. Chanel knows how to

manipulate others to get what she wants. Once she discovers she isn’t being paid to be

there, she decides to find the cure for Hairy Mary’s disease before Zayday does so that

Munsch will help her become famous. You see, she doesn’t want to be a doctor, she just

wants to be on a fancy doctor talk show and make lots of money.

She succeeds and everything is great, right? Not quite. We’re also introduced to Nurse Ingrid

Marie Hoffle (Kirstie Alley), and it seems like she has some plans to make the Chanels lives a

living hell. We’ll be keeping an eye on her because she seems suspicious.
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living hell. We’ll be keeping an eye on her because she seems suspicious.

BUT WAIT

Now, we can’t forget how the story begins! The show opened with a flashback to Halloween

night in 1985, very reminiscent of season one. There’s a party (obviously) and this woman’s

husband is dying. She conveniently finds a doctor at the party and begs him to operate on

her husband.

This sketchy doctor pretends to operate on her husband, dropping his body into a pit of

toxic waste behind the hospital (concerning, right?) to die. The doc happens to be wearing a

costume of a green devil, which he also throws into the pit…..can you see where I’m going

with this?

The green devil reappears 30 years later to wreak havoc on Munsch’s hospital. At the end of

the episode, he attacks Chanel #5 and Hairy Mary, and our beloved once-werewolf is now

dead. The question remains: Who is the green devil?

All the characters are showing signs of suspicion, so I won’t rule anyone out yet. We’re in for

a heck of a ride this season.
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Dr. Holt: “I worked on the operation that separated the
Hemsworth brothers.”

Zayday: “They’re not even twins.”

Holt: “That’s what made it so difficult.”
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